**features**

- **Clean and uncluttered design** with concealed Auto-Touch Control Panel located behind the oven's door; the controls are easy to reach and hidden from view.

- **Deluxe Stainless Steel** appearance with smooth glass window—elegant and practical.

- **Large 14 1/8-inch diameter Carousel turntable** - the largest turntable of any microwave oven in its class— for added capacity and versatility.

- **Sensor Cook Center** includes 11 Smart & Easy sensor settings for the most popular microwaved foods. No need to set times or power levels— and no guesswork!

- **Interactive Cooking System** with Custom Help includes options for English, Spanish or French.

- **Defrost Center** quickly defrosts meats and poultry by weight. Specific program for each category assures excellent, even results.

- **Keep Warm Plus** lets you keep hot food hot up to 30 minutes after cooking is finished with no loss of food quality.

- **Instant Action Keys** save time and make microwaving easy! Touch once for each serving— up to eight. Oven starts automatically.

- **Powerful 300 CFM Ventilation System** with 2-speed fan, work light and night light.
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Specifications

OVEN CAPACITY 1.5 cu. ft.
COOKING UNIFORMITY Carousel Turntable System
14 1/8” diameter glass turntable
DISPLAY 7-digit, 2-color, lighted
CONTROL Concealed Auto-Touch Controls
SPECIAL FEATURES Keep Warm Plus, Automatic Popcorn Sensor, Hot Water Setting Sensor, Cooking Center (baked potatoes, reheat, fresh vegetables, ground meat, rice, fish & seafood, frozen entrees, chicken breast, frozen vegetables), Instant Action (fresh rolls & muffins, beverages, frozen rolls & muffins), Defrost Center (ground meat, boneless poultry, steaks/chops, bone-in poultry), Custom Help Minute Plus, Kitchen Timer, 4-Stage Programming, 11 Variable Power Levels, 300 CFM 2-Speed Ventilation Fan, Work Light (high/low settings), Child Lock, Audible Signal Elimination, Demonstration Mode
COLOR Stainless steel with glass window
OVEN INTERIOR Acrylic with light
OUTPUT POWER 1000 Watts
OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS (WHD) 29 15/16” x 16 1/4” x 15 9/16”
OVEN DIMENSIONS (WHD) 17 1/2” x 9 7/8” x 14 15/16”
AC LINE VOLTAGE 120 Volts, single phase, 60 Hz, AC only
AC POWER REQUIRED 1.64 kW, 14 Amps
SAFETY COMPLIANCE FCC, DHHS, UL listed
UPC CODE 074000 611122
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES RK-240 Charcoal filter for non-ducted installations included with product. Replacement filters available at extra cost.

Each Sharp Over the Range microwave oven can be easily adapted for either outside ventilation (vertical or horizontal) or non-vented, ductless recirculation. Make sure the top of oven will be at least 66” from the floor and at least 30” from the cooking surface. A separate 15 amp. or greater electrical receptacle must be located in the cabinet directly above the microwave oven.

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.

Patent Pending
US patent application no. 29/149,000

Dimension Express:
To receive the most current specifications, call Dimension Express at (702) 833-3600 from a fax machine. Enter code 9026 for instructions and a directory of Sharp microwave oven products.

LIMITED WARRANTY: 7 years on magnetron tube, 1 year on all other parts, 1 year on related labor and in-home service. See Operation Manual or your dealer for complete details.
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